Meaningful

connections

From the

EDITOR
One of the great joys of travel is having a
chance to look at the world with fresh
eyes and experience a renewed sense of
discovery - of people and places, or
simply taking time to disconnect from a
frenetic digital existence and re-connect
with oneself.
At Oetker Collection, meaningful connections are the
secret ingredients to an unforgettable stay. They come
through in attention to detail so precise it becomes
second nature, from welcoming guests by name to
ensuring that a room is exactly as a visitor prefers, right
down to the temperature.
Meaningful connections frequently happen over
milestone occasions, such as a special dinner at one of
our Michelin-starred restaurants. But even more often,
they blossom from small, personal attentions that
speak volumes, whether it’s a housekeeper who recalls
your preference in pillows, a barman who greets you
with a favorite aperitif, or a concierge who takes the
time to map out what you’re sure to appreciate most
about a place - or discreetly shares in the joy of
welcoming a new grandchild.
Whether you seek an exceptional experience in a
special destination or are simply wishing to feel right at
home in a faraway land, the Oetker Collection family
will always make a point of ensuring that every detail
of your stay is seamless, personalized and special.
For all of us at Oetker Collection, sparkling meaningful
connections is what brings precious memories to life.
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WHAT’S NEW

Château Saint-Martin welcomes two artists this season
With Vence long-considered a magnet for some of the world’s greatest artists, Château
Saint-Martin & Spa is delighted to welcome two of Europe’s finest multi-medium
creatives to exhibit at the hotel throughout the 2019 season. Permeating the hotel’s
scenic French gardens, Chapel and Gallery, the works of two of Spain and France’s
finest artistic exports, Manolo Valdés and Erick Ifergan will take centre stage and
offer guests and hotel visitors a colourful visual and sensory delight.

Following the resounding success of the hotel’s reimagined Chapel last year, where
Erick Ifergan transformed the space with an expansive floor-to-ceiling, magical mural
of the ‘Tree of Life’, the Château is thrilled to welcome the artist back for the 2019
season with several paintings and ceramic creations joining the gallery. In the gardens,
four impressive Valdés bronze sculptures are strategically peppered around the hotel’s
grounds, to delight guests in discovering a fairy-tale-like figure at every turn.
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WHAT’S NEW ?
Art is in the air
Following the successful exhibition of Venet works last year, Hotel du Cap-Eden-Roc is
delighted to announce the collaboration with Sir Anthony Cragg as their artistic partner for
2019.
Tony Cragg has featured in a great many museum exhibitions and is highly collected around
the world. Notable exhibitions include: Yorkshire Sculpture Park, The State Hermitage
Museum, St Petersburg, representing Britain at the 43rd Venice Biennale in 1988, and winning
the Turner Prize in the same year.
Working with Tony Cragg and Blain|Southern the exhibition features five works:“Tommy”,
the stunning “Contradiction” and “3D Incident” set either side of the main entrance, with a
further two works in the main grounds: “Caught Dreaming” and “Elliptical Column”. The
gardens and atmosphere of Hotel du Cap-Eden-Roc compliment the works, embracing their
form, creating a powerful dialogue that both surprises yet at the same is in harmony with
this Oetker Collection masterpiece.

Le Bristol Paris
At Le Bristol Paris guests are
invited for a surreal night sleep
in their Paris Suite, heisted by
radical pop artist Bertand Lavier
and transformed into a ‘live-in’
exhibit. Inspired by the Disney
story about Mickey and Minnie’s
adventures in a modern art
museum, the living room of this
lavishly elegant suite has become
a ‘thought bubble’ from Lavier’s
mind, with cartoon characters
jumping off the page into
sculptures set in a technicolour
space.
The work, an extension of
Bertrand Lavier’s Walt Disney
Productions series, continues in
Le Bristol Paris gardens where
three-meter-high brilliantly bright
sculptures confront guests amidst
the nurtured elegance
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WHAT’S NEW ?

Lismore Castle

Masterpiece Estates Welcome Historic Homes
in Scotland and Ireland
Oetker Collection’s Masterpiece Estates program is pleased to
announce two new additions to its portfolio of private estates.
A true historical marvel dating to the 12th century, Lismore Castle
was once the home of Sir Walter Raleigh and has been the private
residence of the Dukes of Devonshire since 1753. Ideally situated in
the heart of the magnificent and peaceful Blackwater Valley outside
the vibrant city of Cork, it offers a seven-acre garden - the oldest of its
kind in Ireland - on-site horseback riding, a nine-hole golf course, and
easy access to trekking, salmon fishing, kayaking and canoeing.
Its impeccable décor features a world-class art collection, making this
the ultimate backdrop for a private family retreat with service by the
Devonshire family’s private staff and butler.
Located on the banks of Loch Leven, half an hour’s drive from

Edinburgh, the 17th-century Kinross House is the earliest and most
important neoclassical Palladian mansion in Scotland, with period
furnishings, a formal garden and 100 acres of rolling woodland.
Accommodations in the main house include 14 ensuite bedrooms,
ample space for entertaining up to 100 dinner guests, a whiskey library,
a billiards room and a small gym; the historic Coach House (10 ensuite
bedrooms) is also available for use.
Experiences include a day spa and the chance to observe a master chef
at work in the Kitchen Dining Room; outdoor activities include
highland games, clay pigeon shooting, archery and falconry, and a
private pier for boating and fishing expeditions.
Just opposite is Lock Leven Castle Island, where Mary Queen of Scots
was imprisoned and ultimately abdicated.
New estates will be joining the Masterpiece Estates portfolio soon.

Kinross House

Private
Residences at
Jumby Bay Island

In addition to the resort’s suites, Jumby Bay
Island features 20 exquisite, ultra-luxe
Private Residences available for rental. They
are dotted around the island and offer
discerning travellers the utmost privacy
from the main resort, without compromising
access to the facilities. Ideal for a family
reunion or a special celebration, Jumby Bay
Island’s Private Residences set the standard
high for Caribbean luxury.
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WHAT’S NEW ?
Honoring a Commitment
to Community Service
Palácio Tangará has reiterated its commitment to the
local community through its involvement with
CAMP, a non-governmental organization that acts as
a vocational school for training in the hotel industry.
In addition, the hotel actively cultivates partnerships
with local entities including the Associaçao
Paraisopolis, by hosting a fundraiser for the
foundation of a community bank, and the
Associaçao Maria Helen Drexel, an NGO chosen
by the hotel’s team members for its work with
young victims of abuse. Last holiday season, Palácio
Tangará helped to ensure that each of the
38 children and teenagers in the association’s
care received a Christmas package containing
clothes, shoes, toys and a special gift such as books
or school supplies.

Celebrating a Cinematic Love Affair
For 70 years, the movie industry’s stars, filmmakers and iconic
couples have lit up the silver screen and the red carpet from
Cannes to Hollywood and beyond, illuminating the pages of
Paris Match along the way.
From May 16 th through October, the Hotel du Cap-Eden-Roc will
host an exclusive exhibition of 22 photographs that were
published in Paris Match and are now part of filmmaking
history, each one numbered, signed and available for purchase.
Don’t miss a chance to gaze at the stars - and perhaps claim one
as your own.
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WHAT’S NEW ?
Oetker Collection launches
new online experience
with lifestyle brand
Eden Being

London, May 2019 - Oetker Collection’s
lifestyle brand, Eden Being, has launched
a new website to engage with guests and
online readers. On a daily basis, the
website will discuss news about the
Collection’s hotels and Masterpiece
Estates, offer never seen before behind
the scenes intel, upcoming hotel and
restaurant events, local recommendations
in each destination and lifestyle insights
to inspire travellers around the globe.

“We are very excited to be adding this
dynamic new content channel to our
brand. Our guests and friends can now
engage with us via Eden Being on a
deeper level and take away fresh ideas,
not only on how best to enjoy travel, our
hotels and destinations but also, why not
life in general !” Frank Marrenbach, CEO Oetker Collection

A lifestyle brand offering the best of what
is current; Eden Being focuses on five key
touchpoints throughout Oetker Collection:

and around the globe. Be it an art
exhibition in the grounds of an Oetker
Collection
property,
a
unique
collaboration offering a signature piece,
an online travel insight or the pleasure of
browsing a destination-curated boutique,
Eden Being will report back to our guests
and friends with experiences that travel
beyond our doors..

Come along for the ride at edenbeing.com

About Eden Being
Eden Being is the heartbeat
of Oetker Collection.

ART / COLLABORATIONS / BLOG /
MAGAZINE / BOUTIQUES
From food, travel, art, culture and curated
lifestyle trends, Eden Being keeps its
finger on the pulse in our hometowns
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GREEN PEARL

Eden Angels at Work
in St-Barths
In partnership with Island
Nature St. Barth Experience,
our CSR team Eden Angels has
worked to create a mangrove
boardwalk to enhance qualityof-life for visitors, locals and
marine wildlife.

Turtle Watching at Jumby Bay Island
Taking part in the nightly Turtle Watch is often
an emotional highlight in the ecologically
minded traveler’s stay at Jumby Bay.
From June to November, Jumby Bay’s Pasture
Bay Beach is one of the world’s primary
nesting habitats for the endangered Hawksbill
Sea Turtle, which returns to the island each
year to lay eggs.
Guests may sign up for a visit to Pasture Bay
Beach where, accompanied by a Jumby Bay
Hawksbill Project Researcher, they may
observe the sea turtles nesting and see their
young hatch.
For the past 30 years, Jumby Bay Hawksbill
Project has been an important part of the
island community for their research and
conservation initiatives to monitor and
protect the Hawksbill Sea Turtle nesting
colony in Antigua.

The InsidER App: Just the Right Touch
Becoming a true islander has never been so
easy! Since its introduction last November,
InsidER App has become the essential digital
tool for Eden Rock guests: here, centralized
in one place is the best of St Barths’
addresses, events and hotspots, specially
curated by our concierges. After browsing
through, guests are encouraged to get in
touch with their dedicated concierge or
butler for bookings or further information.
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GREEN PEARL

Supporting Worker Bees,
Today and Tomorrow
To ensure that making meaningful
connections will continue to define the
Oetker Collection experience in the future,
the non-profit Alfred Brenner Foundation
(Alfred-Brenner-Stiftung) in Baden-Baden has
awarded its 15th annual, 3,000 euro scholarship
to help advance tomorrow’s top hoteliers
and caterers.
Elsewhere at Brenners Park Hotel & Spa, the
hotel is supporting five bee colonies in the
world-renowned Lichtentaler Allee, opposite
the hotel.
“Brenners Bees” come from the thirdgeneration family-run Kolb apiary nearby,
and have been bred for their placid
temperament and harvesting qualities.
At Brenners, local and regional cuisine
features lime tree blossom, rapeseed
blossom, cherry blossom and fir tree honeys,
an assortment of which is also available for
purchase.
The hotel likewise tends to ten apple trees
on its grounds.
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OUR COLLECTION

STAY TUNED
#hostsofchoice • #meaningfulconnections • #endearingplaces • #estatesofmind • #wherethemagichappens
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oetkercollection.com

